
FABRIC
is  the future

IMAGINE

...breaking the 
boundaries of AI

...integrated 
HPC, cloud, wireless 

and IoT

...bigger, faster, 
bolder experiments

...the people 
and technology to 

make it happen

whatisfabric.net

FABRIC is supported by a 
Mid-Scale RI-1 NSF award 
under Grant No. 1935966.

FABRIC:
Reimagine the Internet.

Test the limits.
Create the future.



FABRIC?
What is

...a community ready to create the future of networks, 
  security, computing and storage

...an everywhere programmable network interconnected by dedicated 
  optical links

...cutting-edge infrastructure for computer science, AI, data-intensive
  research and more

FABRIC is :

YEAR 1 YEAR 2 YEAR 3 YEAR 4 BEYOND

whatisfabric.net

•Deploy & launch

•Early experiments

•Plan, design & 
 prototype

•Build a 
 community

•Expand 
 our reach

•Advanced 
 experiments

•Full operations

FABRIC:
Reimagine the Internet.

Test the limits.
Create the future.

FABRIC is supported by a 
Mid-Scale RI-1 NSF award 
under Grant No. 1935966.



 FABRIC?
Who’s  behind

• FABRIC is for everyone.  Research, government, and industry partners all have a stake.
• FABRIC is global.  A U.S. core charts the path; international connections link the world.
• FABRIC is where you are.  However you want to tap in, we’ll meet you there.
• FABRIC welcomes you.  Have a seat at the table.

FABRIC is a Community

Advisory Board

VIRNAO

FABRIC is supported by a 
Mid-Scale RI-1 NSF award 
under Grant No. 1935966.

whatisfabric.net

Sujata Banerje (VMware Research)
Terry Benzel (University of Southern California)
Kaushik De (University of Texas at Arlington)
Cees de Laat (University of Amsterdam)
Phillipa Gill (University of Massachusetts, Amherst)
Abraham Matta (Boston University)
Craig Partridge (Colorado State University)
Jennifer Rexford (Princeton University)
Scott Shenker (University of California, Berkeley)
Frank Wuerthwein (University of California, San Diego)

FABRIC:
Reimagine the Internet.
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Create the future.



FABRIC
is  for  everyone

...network 
architectures

...and much
more

Experimenters

Network providers

Partner facilities

Industry partners

FABRIC offers 
unprecedented 
infrastructure to create 
and test cutting-edge 
applications. 

FABRIC partners with U.S. 
and international network 
providers to deliver 
today’s most advanced 
capabilities to power 
transformative research 
for tomorrow.

FABRIC connects 
supercomputing centers, 
research testbeds and 
campuses to realize 
research visions. 

FABRIC engages industry 
partners to propel 
innovative research with 
their technologies, to 
transfer ideas into realities, 
and to cultivate our future 
workforce. 

FABRIC is for:

FABRIC is supported by a 
Mid-Scale RI-1 NSF award 
under Grant No. 1935966.

whatisfabric.net

...real-time 
sensing and IoT...data-intensive 

science

...artificial
intelligence

...cybersecurity 

FABRIC:
Reimagine the Internet.

Test the limits.
Create the future.


